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What is Hunts Point 
Forward? 

Hunts Point Forward is a process to create a long-term 
plan, grounded in a community vision, that sets the 
next 20 years of priorities in the neighborhood.

In 2004, the City & community released the Hunts Point 
Vision Plan, which resulted in new, well-paying industrial 
jobs, better connections throughout the neighborhood, 
new public open spaces, and the remediation of 70+ acres 
of contaminated land.

Since 2004, the Hunts Point community has led and 
participated in many efforts to continue the conversation 
about the future of neighborhood, while the city has 
started to work on projects that go beyond the 2004 Vision 
Plan, like the Spofford Redevelopment and new Metro-
North station.

With all these new changes, and COVID-19 highlighting 
the long-standing problems that have not yet been 
resolved, community leaders asked the City to start a 
new planning process that involves everybody working 
together to tackle these issues for a stronger Hunts Point. 
 
We are excited about the opportunity to work on that 
process with you!

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Southern Bronx River 
Watershed Alliance 
Community Plan
Greening Hunts Point 
Community Forestry 
Management Agenda
Hunts Point Vision Plan

Hunts Point Organics 
Recovery Feasibility Study

South Bronx Greenway 
Master Plan

Hunts Point Industrial 
Real Estate Market Study
In My Backyard: A Profile of Hunts Point with 
Recommendations for Realizing Community 
Members’ Vision for their Neighborhood

South Bronx Waterfront Brownfield 
Opportunity Area Nomination Study

Hunts Point Green Fleet Study

The Sheridan 
Expressway Study

Hunts Point Lifelines 
(Rebuild by Design)

Connecting the Point(s)

Spofford 
Redevelopment Project

Hunts Point Parcel D Site Draft Investigation 
Plan; Hunts Point Interstate Access 
Improvement Project Scoping Report
Energy Resilience for Hunts Point; Southern 
Boulevard Neighborhood Study; Hunts Point 
Longwood Commercial District Needs Assessment 
Penn Station Access Project

City-initiated plans

State/Federal-
initiated plans
Community-
initiated plans
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Past  
Projects

HP Workforce1 
Career Center opens
Fish Market opens

Barretto Point 
Park opens

HP Riverside 
Park opens

Zoning buffer 
implemented

Anheuser-Busch opens 
BankNote Rehab 
completed

New York Organic 
Fertilizer Company 
closes

Launched HP 
Clean Trucks
Spofford closes

Jetro opens
Lafayette, Spofford & Hunts 
Point Avenues upgraded

HP Landing opens

Marine Transfer 
Station demolished
HP Resiliency begins

Food Center Drive 
converted to 1-way
City commits $150M to 
Food Distribution Center 
Resilient Energy working 
group formed
Tiffany Street Pier 
complete

Added 97 acres to 
Brownfield Clean Up
Spofford demolition 
begins
Baldor expansion begins

Baldor expansion 
complete
The Peninsula 
groundbreaking

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2004 Vision Plan

In Addition to the 
2004 Vision Plan
South Bronx Greenway

FDC Bus Route (BX46)

Fish Market, opened 2005 Barretto Point Park, opened 2006 HP Riverside Park, opened 2007

Landscaping on Lafayette Ave. Bx46 Bus heads toward FCD Anheuser-Busch, opened 2009
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GrowNYC announced
Resilient Energy Project 
launched
Spofford Redevelopment 
announced

A-B Connector opens
Hunts Point Library 
announced
New Metro-North 
Station announced
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Vision 
Framework

Improve quality of life for residents and 
workers, building from Hunts Point’s 
unique strengths.

Improving Public Health
The health of residents and workers is important 
to quality of life. In addition to increasing access 
to healthcare and mental health, we need to 
address underlying factors by expanding access 
to healthy food, reducing heat vulnerability & air 
pollution, and expanding access to greenery & 
park space.

Building Economic Security & 
Community Wealth
We need to lift Hunts Point out of poverty 
without causing gentrification. This means 
we must strengthen social infrastructure & 
resources, support employment and workforce 
development that create well-paying jobs, ensure 
access to financial services, and help the local 
economy attract, build, and keep wealth in the 
community.

Ensuring Infrastructure Supports 
a Healthy, Safe, and Resilient 
Community
Hunts Point’s buildings, streets, and businesses 
play a major role in how people experience 
the neighborhood. We need to improve 
transportation and street infrastructure for 
pedestrians, passengers, and freight while 
ensuring that local industry is supported 
sustainably and resiliently.
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Did we get this right? 
Add your thoughts 
below.
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Vision Pillar 1  
Improving Public Health 

Building from Strengths
Hunts Point is a strong, family-oriented community with a network of 
local organizations that work together to help their neighbors. The Hunts 
Point community has a long history of successful community activism. 

Teens from The Point’s ACTION 
program rally with NYC 
Environmental Justice Alliance 
in support of a City Council bill 
to regulate waste capacity in 
overburdened districts.  
Source: The Point CDC

Addressing Key Challenges
Access to Healthy Food
ONE grocery store with a wide variety of produce on the peninsula, despite the Food Distribution Center 
distributing 4.5 billion lbs of food per year.
50% of Hunts Point residents utilize SNAP benefits.

 » Increase availability of fresh and healthy food
 » Ensure healthy food is affordable for residents
 » Promote healthy habits

Healthcare & Mental Health
“In schools, art and music are usually the first things to go. But we know that these things 
are really important for mental wellbeing.”
3x as many premature deaths due to drug use and HIV as in NYC overall.

 » Expand access to primary care & preventative services
 » Provide and remove stigma around obtaining mental health services
 » Help community members with substance abuse
 » Provide emergency services for at-risk groups

Air Pollution & Heat Vulnerability
13% of public school children (5-14) suffer from asthma – the highest rate of any NYC neighborhood.
77% of buildings built in 1930s or earlier, many of them never renovated.

 » Reduce emissions and pollution from industry and trucks
 » Provide relief from heat
 » Increase greenery & access to parks
 » Improve housing quality  

Did we get this right?
What would you add?
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Vision Pillar 2 
Building Economic Security  
and Community Wealth

Building from Strengths
Hunts Point has a rich history of arts & culture, in addition to being a 
job center employing 19,000 workers. Residents are proud of their 
neighborhood and want to uplift its legacy.

In the early 1900s, Hunts Point 
was the center of the Latin dance 
and music universe with jazz and 
nightlife spots along Southern 
Blvd, including the renowned 
Hunts Point Palace, and quiet 
blocks of row houses where 
bandleaders, mambo kings, and 
Apollo dancers lived side by side.  
Source: CUNY Dominican 
Studies Institute Archives; 
Normandía Maldonado Collection

Addressing Key Challenges
Employment & Workforce
46% of working age men in HP are not in the labor force, compared to just 18% of men across the city.
Less than 4% of Hunts Point residents work in local jobs, which tend to be male-dominated.
33% of Hunts Point households do not have a broadband subscription, compared to 18% citywide.

 » Get residents into good paying jobs across the city
 » Create pipelines to local jobs
 » Ensure access to infrastructure and services that allow people to work 
(i.e. internet and childcare)

 » Help youth stay in school and get the education they need to succeed

Financial Security
31% of households in Hunts Point & Longwood do not have a bank account, compared to 12% 
citywide. This is the highest of any NYC neighborhood. 

 » Reduce barriers to opening bank accounts and using other  
financial services

 » Improve housing security
 » Improve access to social services

Thriving Local Economy 
“The more you make an area look fun and lively, the lower the crime rate will be. Safety 
goes hand and hand with vibe and lighting. Lights alone doesn’t work as well as making 
a place vital.”

 » Make public spaces, like parks, safe and inviting
 » Support small businesses and bring new amenities to the community
 » Create new economic opportunities that benefit the local community
 » Celebrate Hunts Point’s culture and history

Did we get this right?
What would you add?
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Vision Pillar 3  
Ensuring Infrastructure Supports a 
Healthy, Safe, and Resilient Community

Building from Strengths
Hunts Point plays a critical role for the region as a major industrial 
food distribution hub. Businesses in Hunts Point want to be socially 
responsible and more involved in the community. The neighborhood also 
has beautiful waterfront parks that serve the community.

Manhattan Beer recently 
purchased heavy duty electric 
trucks through the DOT Clean 
Trucks program  
Source: NYCDOT

Addressing Key Challenges
Thriving Industrial Core
4.5 billion lbs of food go through the Hunts Point Food Distribution Center each year – about half of 
which goes to NYC.

 » Support the food distribution center, which is crucial to city’s food 
infrastructure

 » Strengthen Hunts Point as an industrial hub

Getting People Around
46 minutes is the average commute time for Hunts Point residents, similar to the Bronxwide average. 

 » Create a safe and accessible pedestrian experience
 » Improve transit to/from and within the peninsula

Climate Resilience & Sustainability
“Our bodies’ health is a barometer for the health of the world around us.”
“We should go all in on sustainable infrastructure, since this community has suffered so 
much at the hands of all environmental issues.”
~13K trucks move through Hunts Point on a regular day.

 » Make Hunts Point resilient to flooding, power outages, and heat
 » Make energy and freight sustainable
 » Combat environmental injustices

Did we get this right?
What would you add?
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Ongoing & Future Projects
Proyectos actuales y futuros

Hunts Point  
in the Next 3 years
Hunts Point en los 
próximos 3 años

Hunts Point  
in the Next 6 years
Hunts Point en los 
próximos 6 años

Hunts Point  
in 6+ years
Hunts Point en los 
próximos 6+ años
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Ongoing
Actuales

Ongoing
Actuales

Completed
Terminado

Ongoing
Actuales

Completed
Terminado
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Menu of Solutions
Public Health 

8

Menú de Soluciones
Salud Pública 
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How can we improve access to
Healthy Food? 

What is already happening? 
• Spofford Redevelopment will include a grocery store in future phase

• GrowNYC Development will include a retail market

What should also happen? 

Increase the availability of fresh produce

• Help bodegas stock fresh produce

• Advocate for grocery delivery services to add Hunts Point to their 
delivery area AND accept SNAP

• Start local greenmarkets staffed by youth to bring produce to Hunts 
Point residents

• Have carts or other mobile delivery vehicles bring produce to residents

• Create an opportunity for retail space at the Food Distribution Center

Ensure healthy food is affordable for residents

• Distribute Health Bucks for farmers’ markets at health fairs, screenings 
and other events in Hunts Point

• Restart programs that help bodegas stock healthy, premade meals at 
discounted rates

• Support emergency food providers with city resources

• Make Hunts Point a Food Justice Hub by identifying opportunities for 
local urban agriculture, cannabis initiatives, food entrepreneurship, 
and culinary innovation that involve and benefit residents

Promote healthy habits through education & nutrition

• Bi-annual health fairs and screenings that include educational 
resources around healthy eating habits

Menu of Solutions
Public Health 

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years
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Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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How can we minimize
Heat Vulnerability & Air Pollution?

What is already happening? 
• DOT Clean Trucks gives rebates to trucking companies switching to 

clean fuels

• Be-A-Buddy Program provides help for seniors at risk of heat distress

• NYSDOT Hunts Point Interstate Access Improvement Project will 
reroute truck traffic

• Congestion Pricing will be implemented in Manhattan

What should also happen? 

Reduce emissions and pollution from industrial uses and 
trucks

• Paint mural with special paint that absorbs air pollutants

• Redevelop Produce Market to improve energy efficiency and reduce 
emissions from refrigerated trucks

• Use more electric trucks  

Provide relief from heat

• Explore creating new structures that provide shade at bus stops and 
other pedestrian spaces

• Install misting features in public spaces like parks

• Promote government programs that subsidize ACs & energy bills

Improve housing conditions that lead to heat stroke and 
other health issues

• Identify residential buildings that need upgrades and work with 
landlords and community groups to retrofit them

Increase greenery and park space 
(see Parks & Green Spaces board for more ideas)

Menu of Solutions
Public Health 

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:

10

0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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How can we improve
Parks & Green Spaces?

What is already happening? 
• New outdoor spaces coming as part of Spofford Redevelopment

• Restoration of NYCHA Hunts Point Ave playground

What should also happen? 

Make Hunts Point greener

• Create a community-led alliance to pool resources to help 
maintain parks and green spaces

• Develop tree planting & stewardship program so trees grow and 
provide shade

• Build green roofs in areas that have flooding

Improve access to existing parks 

• Continue South Bronx Greenway project with lighting 
improvements and trash pick-up along routes to parks

Increase & activate park space

• More community events at parks throughout the neighborhood 

• Expand Barretto Point Park with a public design process

• Passive upgrades to Drake Park to better acknowledge the history 
of the site

• Install restrooms in Hunts Point Riverside Park

Menu of Solutions
Public Health 

Green roofs, Newtown Creek Tree stewardship volunteer, Gowanus
Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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B-HEARD program Health Fair, Norwood

How can we strengthen
Healthcare and Mental Health?

What is already happening? 
• Spofford Redevelopment will include a health clinic in future phase

What should also happen? 

Support access to primary and preventative care

• Bi-annual health fairs and screenings for industrial workers and 
residents to support health education and prevention

Provide mental health services and address  
substance abuse

• Free community workshops about mental health, self-care, and how 
to cope with stress, anxiety, or other challenges

• Expand Be-A-Buddy Program to provide community-based mental 
health and emergency trauma services 

• Expand Harlem’s B-HEARD pilot program to reroute 911 calls to social 
workers and mental health professionals

• Train groups conducting homeless outreach services to respond to 
mental health crises

• Train community organizations (i.e. churches, youth groups) that do 
social work with young people to also work on mental health issues

• Provide more mental health funding for schools with greater need

Provide emergency services to at-risk populations

• Open a 24-hour urgent care or other healthcare facility to serve  
area workers

Menu of Solutions
Public Health 

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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Menu of Solutions 
Economic Security & 
Community Wealth
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Menú de Soluciones 
Seguridad Económica y 
Riqueza Comunitaria
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How can we help get residents into  
Good Jobs? 

What is already happening? 
• Community organizations like Project HOPE and The Hope Program 

offer local programs for job training

What should also happen? 

Create pipelines to local jobs

• Start a biannual Hunts Point Career Fair and block party where 
residents can learn about job openings, local groups can develop 
stronger relationships, and resources can be distributed

• Post available jobs at the FDC on the SBS Workforce1 website, and 
other websites that reach Hunts Point residents 

• Partner with local schools and workforce programs to create training & 
education programs for jobs in Hunts Point

Help people get into good jobs across the city and region

• Create pipelines from local colleges & schools to jobs citywide

• Use new Hunts Point Career Fair to connect residents to workforce 
programs and/or union membership

• Offer specialized services for the formerly incarcerated & veterans

• Focus on soft skills training (communication, problem-solving etc.) in 
local workforce development programs

Menu of Solutions 
Economic Security & 
Community Wealth

Food Distribution Center employee Hostos Community College 
Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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How can we support  
Our Youth?

What is already happening? 
• City Broadband RFP process will bring new infrastructure that 

supports internet access in underserved neighborhoods

What should also happen? 

Strengthen social infrastructure

• Expand Hunts Point Community Wifi network

Help youth stay in school and access an affordable, 
supportive, education

• Teach students in school how to be involved in the community to help 
make it better 

• Start high school internship program with local businesses & 
community organizations

• Create and expand “second chance” curriculums around culinary arts, 
technology, and/or other focus areas

Menu of Solutions 
Economic Security & 
Community Wealth

Digital steward for the Hunts Point  
Community Network

JVL Wildcat Academy’s culinary program accepts 
all students and prepares them for careers in the 
kitchen setting

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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How can we strengthen  
Financial Security?

What is already happening? 
• Federal Child Tax Credit program provides monthly subsidies to 

families with children

• Spofford Redevelopment will create mixed use affordable housing

What should also happen? 

Reduce barriers to financial inclusion

• Provide financial literacy trainings through local groups

• Work with community organizations to bring a physical community-
serving bank or credit union to the Hunts Point area

• Expand digital financial services offered by community-serving 
banks or credit unions

Improve housing security

• Advocate for federal government to fully fund Section 8 subsidies  

Improve access to social services

• Advocate for grocery delivery services to accept SNAP

• Raise awareness about the Child Tax Credit and advocate to make 
it permanent

• Make it easier to access social services and resources

Menu of Solutions 
Economic Security & 
Community Wealth

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Promotional flyer 
for Child Tax Credit

Mural wall of a non-profit financial cooperative serving low-
income and immigrant communities

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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How can we help the 
Local Economy?

What is already happening? 
• Community organizations like The Point and Casita Maria host a 

variety of different arts programs in the neighborhood

What should also happen? 

Improve the public realm to support small business and 
bring new amenities to the local community

• Regularly program public spaces with larger activities and events

• Improve the façades of existing retail businesses

• Activate empty storefronts with pop-up events by entrepreneurs

• Attract new businesses on Garrison Avenue

• Add a LinkNYC kiosk

• Design improvements on key streets to improve safety and attract 
people to the local businesses (i.e. lighting, paint, trash cans, etc.)

• Improve the condition under the Bruckner with better lighting and art, 
or programming like La Marqueta in East Harlem

• Create an Open Street in Hunts Point 

Create new economic opportunities that benefit the local 
community and celebrate Hunts Point’s culture and history

• Restart local entrepreneurship trainings

• Promote Hunts Point’s creative identity by:
 » Creating a cultural trail through local arts venues, anchored by a new street 
art exhibit near new Metro-North Station 

 » Hosting local sales & events, with marketing & technical support to help 
monetize local work

• Build on community work to make Hunts Point a Food Justice Hub by 
identifying opportunities for local urban agriculture, cannabis initiatives 
that benefit residents, and food entrepreneurship

• “Welcome to Hunts Point” kiosk to distribute neighborhood info and 
be a flexible space for community initiatives

Menu of Solutions 
Economic Security & 
Community Wealth

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.
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Menu of Solutions  
Infrastructure for Health, Safety, 
and Resilience
Menú de Soluciones  
Infraestructura para la salud, la 
seguridad y la resiliencia
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How can we make it easier to  
Get People Around?

What is already happening? 
• A new Metro-North Station in Hunts Point will bring access to 

Penn Station, Westchester County, and Connecticut

• Visit the Metro-North table to learn more from NYC  
Department of City Planning!

What should also happen? 

Enable ease and safety of road movement

• Reconstruct or redesign key intersections and streets to improve 
safety for pedestrians, drivers, and cyclists

• Complete and improve bicycle network on the peninsula

• Improve lighting along streets to parks and other popular areas in 
Hunts Point

Strengthen equitable access to transit

• Expand MTA City Ticket, which provides $4.50 fares on Metro-
North trips within the city, to ensure new Metro-North Station 
allows local riders to benefit from this regional transit investment 

• Add or improve bus shelters along bus routes

On-street bike lane, Bruckner Blvd Bus shelter, Staten Island

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:

19

0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.

Menu of Solutions  
Infrastructure for Health, 
Safety, and Resilience
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How can we support  
Sustainable Industry in Hunts Point?

What is already happening? 
• NYC Local Law 97 require new buildings comply with stricter building 

code in terms of carbon footprint

• Hunts Point Produce Market Redevelopment will help modernize 
the facility and reduce pollution from refrigerated trailers

What should also happen? 

Ensure the city’s food supply is resilient to climate change

• Protect buildings in the Food Distribution Center that are still at risk of 
coastal storm flooding

• Invest in sustainable growth for the Food Distribution Center, while 
continuing to create job opportunities

Strengthen Hunts Point as a sustainable industrial hub

• Commit to making the Food Distribution Center a model of industrial 
sustainability, starting with a comprehensive solar energy strategy

• Train more local residents seeking employment in jobs currently in 
demand people at the Food Distribution Center (i.e. with commercial 
drivers licenses)

• Invest in using boats or rail to transport goods which can reduce 
traffic congestion and air pollution in Hunts Point and around the city 

Accelerate truck electrification and expand non-vehicular 
modes of freight transportation

• Create an electric truck charging station on the peninsula

• Provide preferential parking for electric trucks in Hunts Point

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:

20

0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ yearsFDC employee keeps NYC fed during COVID-19 Electric truck charging station

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.

Menu of Solutions  
Infrastructure for Health, 
Safety, and Resilience



Follow and tag us on social media (#huntspointforward)

facebook.com/huntspoint.nyc
@huntspointnyc huntspointnyc

Learn more at  
huntspoint.nyc/hpf (English)
huntspoint.nyc/hpfsp (en Español)

How can we make ALL of Hunts Point 
Sustainable & Resilient to  
Climate Change?

What is already happening? 
• DOT Clean Trucks gives rebates to trucking companies switching to 

clean fuels

• EDC is managing remediation of contaminated industrial sites

• DEP Long Term Control Plans allocated funding to improve water 
quality of Bronx Rivershed

What should also happen? 

Take a holistic approach to resiliency

• Support The Point’s efforts to expand emergency response planning in 
Longwood to Hunts Point

• Connect private property owners with DEP’s green infrastructure 
subsidy program

• Make sure park upgrades include features that make them more 
resilient

Eliminate environmental injustices

• Support removal of peaker plants, which pollute low-income 
communities of color where they are located and upwind

• Continue to invest in upgrades to the sewer systems, particularly 
related to CSO outflows in the Bronx River

2015 Preliminary Flood 
Insurance Rate Maps (PFIRM)

2050s 100-Year Floodplain

Nuisance Flooding  
(greater or equal to 4 in. and less than 1 ft.)

Deep and Contiguous Flooding (1 ft. and greater)

Note: This map depicts extreme rainfall scenario (a 100-year storm) 
combined with SLR projections for the 2080s

Minimum timeframe to implement idea:
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0 - 3 years 3 - 6 years 6+ years

Tell us what you think:
Ideas you really love.
Ideas you don’t like.

Menu of Solutions  
Infrastructure for Health, 
Safety, and Resilience



Follow and tag us on social media (#huntspointforward)

facebook.com/huntspoint.nyc
@huntspointnyc huntspointnyc

Learn more at  
huntspoint.nyc/hpf (English)
huntspoint.nyc/hpfsp (en Español)

Comments 
Comentarios

Use the notecards to write or illustrate your vision for the future of 
Hunts Point. Usa las tarjetas de notas para escribir o ilustrar tu visión 
para el futuro de Hunts Point.
What do you like about this? ¿Qué te gusta de esto?

What is this missing? ¿Qué le falta a esto?

Does this resonate with how you see the neighborhood currently? 
¿Esto resuena con la forma en que ves el vecindario actualmente?

Does this resonate with what you want the future of Hunts Point to look like? 
¿Resuena esto con lo que quieres que sea el futuro de Hunts Point?
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